the Gaussian field distributions, with mean square field J g, we find that (gd -g)/K gg =1 as T T, (g), for a range of [h ] =J2g and d=3, 4, 5 . This confirms the exponent relation y=2y (where gd -t ", g t ", -t =T T,) prov-ing that random field exponents are determined by two ( The critical behavior of random field systems has been the subject of intense research since the pioneering work of Imry and Ma [1] . For a while it seemed that the problem had been solved [2] [3] [4] using the idea of dimensional reduction: Diagrammatic expansions imply that the exponents of the random field system in d dimensions are equal to those of the pure system in d -2 dimensions.
However, accumulated evidence [5, 6) [16, 17) or use real space renormalization [18] for given field configurations.
In both cases it is necessary to average over a finite number of field configurations.
The droplet picture [10] [11] [12] [13] also yields numerical values for exponents, but these involve somewhat uncontrolled approximations (e.g. , diA'erent expressions for v in Refs. [10] and [11] In fact, the droplet model [10] [11] [12] [13] yields the scaling relation 0=2+ g -g, (4) so that one can replace 0 by rl (or y) as the third independent exponent. However, Ref. [7] proposed the additional relation @=2', which also implies y=2y and 8=2 -rl. In fact, a detailed proof [8, 9] In the second stage, we combined our recently developed e%cient three dimensional visualization methods [21] with several analysis algorithms [19] , which allow nonanalytic conAuent corrections to scaling, to study series for g and gd in the above g windows. Values of the critical values K, (g) at selected g values are given in Table I , and we discuss the exponent values below.
In the third stage, we obtained Pade approximants for 2 at K, (g) (as obtained above). As found in other studies [19, 27] such a determination of ratios which involve only amplitudes on the same side of the transition is very stable to errors in K, and in correction terms. Table I also exhibits several high near-diagonal approximants for Clearly, 8 =1 to better than~0.003 throughout the plateau range in d=3. Equation (5) has thus been confirmed. Note that the "plateau" in 2 is Hatter than that in the exponents, and therefore the amplitude ratio is a better test of universality (which requires that 2, y, and y should be independent of g). A also started to increase for g & gi.
Finally, we deduced overall exponent estimates. Hav [18] and [28] , and the d=5 result of Ref. [22] .
In conclusion, we have shown that there are only two independent random field exponents. While our study is decisive on this matter, further simulation studies remain of interest, and in particular a study of the ratio A. Our precise critical temperature estimates should be a useful input to such studies. We also note that our results may now be compared with real experiments, since magnetic x-ray scattering seems to show real equilibrium very close to the surface of dilute antiferromagnets in a field [29] .
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